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The most encountered The least common form Our design is inspired by
Design of the spiral
Building Program:
form of skyscrapers in
of skyscrapers in the traditional architecture and green wall integrated each storey is obtained by
the world and in the city world and absent city biomimicry architecture.
into the building
rotating the 3 ° storey
center of Yaounde
center of Yaounde
envelope
below.
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WOOD MATERIAL

Wood material

Cameroon is a country of Tropical Africa (rich in natural resources including
wood), which has the second largest forest reserve in Africa. With about 22 million
hectares of forest, Cameroon counts 300 species of trees, including some sixty
species which are subject of regular exploitation destined to the
commercialization or the consumption.
This design puts forward the use of wood in construction. It must adapt to the
climatic conditions of the tropics. So its lightness and adaptability makes it a
solution perfectly applicable to the countries that have a large access to wood.
provide a sustainable, effective and simple solution by its implementation
propose a project that is both flexible and favourable to issues of environmental
and energy transition
Among the tree species present, we selected those that meet the best eligible
specifications for wood construction (mechanical characteristics, implementation
and processing), the availability, and the main applications in construction. Were
identified
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An Exemple of Tree species selected for the
building design.

Materials
Wood is Nx times
more insulating
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Steel

Concrete
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Steel
±76
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Low level

Insulating property of wood relative to steel and
concrete.
Wood
±6
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pollution level

Site Topography (2D)

Forest product tree, a sustainable resource if proper operation and Trees
produce life.

By wake, trees produce wood. Waste obtained (bark, sawdust, etc.) Are
converted into energy or Exploited other end.

Industries and wood
Wood is a material with (cosmetic medicine, shipbuilding etc.). Multiple
industrial applications.other en

Other use in construction
Flexibility in the use of wood allows the development of the design industry
with its beauty, exotic and gothic aspects.

High level
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A construction material
This material has the advantages of: strength, flexibility, accessibility and
sustainability in the built. Wood stores a set of carbon in the atmosphere.

Concrete
±101

Carbon released into the atmosphere during
production of 1Kg of each material (wood, steel,
concrete)
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Re-use; recycling, degradation
At the end of its use for an initial destination, the timber is re-used for another
service. It can also be recycled in industry derived products or used as bio fuel.

Wood Property

The forest being to the genesis of our project by the use of the
wood resource, the forest being the link between the project and
its continuity in time, one proposes to illustrate a case of good
practice legal logging. Forests are considered the lungs of our
planet and deforestation as the main disease: this says that a tree
that we cut today without subsequent regeneration objectives
afflicts humanity intense pain for the next day of future
generations.
The forest is a resource of course, but it must exploit with extreme
caution to avoid future incidents and irreversible.

CO2 forester
Ecosystem

Transportation

it was a
forest, there
were trees

Life Cycle of Wood
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CO2 forester
Ecosystem
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Transportation CO2 forester
Ecosystem
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emission

CO2 forester
Ecosystem
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logging

s a p l i n g s g r ow i n g for fu t u r e u s e

Deforestation : main disease (bad practice)

reforestation or reafforestation : good practice

with the evolution of logging, we observed the disappearance of the forest over time. This break
may be responsible for an eventual rarity of this natural and sustainable resource. The
surrounding ecosystem are greatly influenced knowing that the forest is a major tropical
ecosystem (fauna and flora)

As long as we will reasonably exploit our forests, there will be the resource for ourselves and for
future generations

Bad Practice of using a Forest

Good Practice of using a Forest
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GROUND-FLOOR: WELLNESS LOBBY, RETAILS AND CORE

Why wood as main material?
-wood is the fingerprint of Mother Nature in our buildings, these are his fingerprints of Mother Nature that
make our buildings connect us to nature in our artificial environment. There are no two identical pieces of
wood to the surface of the Earth and it is wonderful.
-The Cameroon is a country of tropical Africa with the second largest forest wealth of the continent: 300
species estimated on 22 million hectares of forest.
-Here, Wood is locally available. If we want to enjoy of the wood we must optimize space in order to
expand our forests, if not the demand in space and energy will deforesting all forests.
-The wood is a natural material, recyclable and biodegradable. It has a good cycle of life.
-Wood has a lower carbon footprint than that of conventional materials; steel and concrete.
-the Wood is more insulating than steel and concrete.
-The wood is the future of architecture.
-The wood is the future of cities.
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-Symbol: Baobab is Africa.
-History and culture: the baobab is the tree of Africa. It is found in 31 African countries. In Burkina Faso,
the villagers give a solemn funeral for a baobab tree when it dies and play drums usually reserved for
chiefs. In certain the African animist communities, baobab is considered as a deity who has chosen to live
among people.
-sustainability: "The Platland tree" in South Africa would be one of the biggest baobab trees in the world.
It would have 6000 years according to its owner with a trunk diameter of 10.8 meters. Experts estimate
that a baobab tree can live for 500 years and other 5,000 years.
- Water Tank: A baobab tree holds up to 10 000 litres of water which serve as drinks to elephants.
-Food: A baobab is a reserve of food for humans. Its leaves and seeds are edible and rich in vitamin C. The
elephants feed on its trunk.
-Shelters: The baobab is the shelter of fruit bats, parrots, weaver birds, hawks and owls in the bush.
-Materials: Its trunk is smooth and can be made into rope, roofing materials, and clothing.
-Recyclable and Biodegradable: If the baobab was a building, it would certainly be the most
environmentally friendly and more sustainable.

Site & Transportation
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Why the baobabs as a solution of a biomimicry design?
Our design is inspired by the baobab an element of nature with a unique look. There are only 9 species of
baobab tree on the planet. The baobab has characteristics that can influence the architecture. We can
talk about:
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Native Skyscraper is built mainly of wooden structure. Design is inspired by elements of traditional
architecture of Africa and biomimicry architecture.
Native Skyscraper is a dynamic shape inspired by the structure of a Baobab (Wonderful Tree species). This
project emphasizes the use of wood and its benefits in construction.
-The Traditional character of our design comes from the history of the project site. Art, sculpture,
architecture or local culture is symbolized by the ovoid and mastery of the amorphous structures. This site
is the old city core of Yaoundé formerly called "Ongola". The project is in the administrative and financial
centre of the political capital of Cameroon: Yaoundé.
-The Biomimicry of our architecture is inspired by the "Baobab: Tree of Africa".
We want to integrate all the qualities of a baobab in our architectural design. We want to imitate nature
by creating a smart and sustainable building.
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3. Concept and Idea: Traditional Architecture and Biomimicry

Project’s Site (Admin & Financial Centre)

SITE

2.2. Design solution: Sustainable cities have needs Smart skyscrapers
In 2050 we will be about 11 billion including 7 billion in the cities. This numbers of people will impose
significant pressure on the cities and resources to respond in the demand in space and energy. The question
is where will we find these resources? In developed countries the government has difficulty in control urban
growth. What will become of underdeveloped countries where growth is exponential?
Skyscrapers will be smart solution approach for cities of the future. They will both respond to spatial,
energy, environmental, ecological and bioclimatic demand of the city and population. Skyscrapers will
then contain urban growth while reducing their ecological footprints during their constructions and their
uses.
How to design smart skyscrapers?

Yaounde (Climate)
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• a limited Approach of skyscrapers’ benefit by the public
It is common that some person visualizes skyscrapers otherwise. But It can only represent: a Landmark, an
aesthetic symbol, an economical occupied of ground area, a synergistic effect due to clustering in a small
space previously dispersed services, gain of visibility, maximum use public transportation etc.
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• An eroded vision of the skyscrapers by the public
Generally most people are against the construction of skyscrapers in cities for several reasons: the cost of
building, operating expenses, energy wastage, people Difficulty traffic, Climate Change etc.

Cameroon
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2. Research Base: Why a skyscraper??
2.1. The problem

Africa
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1. Context: Cities around the world
Designing the city is a great complexity to solve for architects. This is a time in our history when architecture
is facing several challenges, including those of sustainable and smart cities.
Today in major world cities, offices buildings occupy a very high percentage of space after residential
homes. When we know all the energy we need for the construction of a structure, we ask ourselves about
the future of our planet.
How to preserve and improve by architecture the future of the cities of tomorrow?
How to design an office building that meets the climatic, ecological and environmental issues to
reduce anthropogenic human action on nature?

The world Rainforest
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Buildings can change vision of futuristic cities
by Smart Concept

Capital (Cameroon)
2.500.000ihbts
180 km 2
760 m
23.7 oC
5 km/h
1564 mm
83 %
5.08 kWh/m²/day
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Native Skyscraper
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Identity of Yaoundé
Statut
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Altitude
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Temperature
:
Wind speed
:
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:
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:
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Ground-Floor

ENERGY

Photovoltaic solar panels
Field

+244,00
58 TOP SUMIT
+240,00
57 TOP ROOF

MEP (Mechanical) Floor

+236,00
56 FLOOR

360° Restaurant

+232,00
55 FLOOR

GSPublisherEngine 0.33.100.99

BUILDING VIEWS

Office (9 floors)

VERY HIGH RISE

+228,00
54 FLOOR
+224,00
53 FLOOR
+220,00
52 FLOOR

Photovoltaic Solar Panels Field

Certified Wood

Natural ventilation

Simple Low-E Glazing with UV

Natural Lighting

and IR Filter (Gradient Frit Used)

Domotic control of HVAC System

Transparent Photovoltaic Solar

Water management & Treatment

Panel to Glass Façades ( south,

Control Lighting System

southeast, and southwest)

Led Lighting With Motion Sensor

Certified Rafia Bamboo

GREENERY

+216,00
51 FLOOR
+212,00
50 FLOOR
+208,00
49 FLOOR

FEASIBILITY

Sky Garden

+204,00
48 FLOOR

Exterior Green Wall

+200,00
47 FLOOR
+196,00
46 FLOOR

Interior Green Wall

Green Floor (Sky Garden)

Open Green Spaces

+188,00
45 FLOOR

MEP (Mechanical) Floor

MATERIALS

Interior Micro Climate

+184,00
44 FLOOR
+180,00
43 FLOOR

WASTE

+176,00
42 FLOOR
+172,00
41 FLOOR

Garbage Chute
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Front / Left

Front / Right

Back / Left

Front
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Office (13 floors)

HIGH RISE

+168,00
40 FLOOR

Back / Right

+164,00
39 FLOOR

Treatment, Processing and Storage station

+160,00
38 FLOOR

Reduction of Construction Waste

+156,00
37 FLOOR
+152,00
36 FLOOR

Incorporation of Recycled contents

+140,00
33 FLOOR

Columns

Columns & Beams

Columns + Beams & Slabs

Final structure

Wood Envelope

Glazing: Glass walls

Collecting of rainwater

+136,00
32 FLOOR
+132,00
31 FLOOR

Collecting of Stormwater

Green Floor (Sky Garden)

Stormwater Reuse to Green Wall

+124,00
30 FLOOR

MEP (Mechanical) Floor

Black Water Treatment

+120,00
29 FLOOR
+116,00
28 FLOOR

Black Water Reuse in a Lanscape

+112,00
27 FLOOR

Grey Water Harvesting

+108,00
26 FLOOR
+104,00
25 FLOOR

Office (13 floors)

Core

Green Wall

Grey Water Reuse

+100,00
24 FLOOR

Water Efficiency Labelling and

+96,00
23 FLOOR

Standards (WELS)

+92,00
22 FLOOR
+88,00
21 FLOOR

Sky Garden

STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM: FRONT VIEW

+76,00
18 FLOOR
+72,00
17 FLOOR

Atrium

+68,00
16 FLOOR

+60,00
15 FLOOR

MEP (Mechanical) Floor

Hobbies & Leisures

+56,00
14 FLOOR

Restaurant

+52,00
13 FLOOR

Wellness Lobby

LOW RISE

+48,00
12 FLOOR
+44,00
11FLOOR

Indoor Chemial and Polluant Control System

+40,00
10 FLOOR

SECURITY

+36,00
9 FLOOR
+32,00
8 FLOOR

Goods & Fire Lift

+28,00
7 FLOOR

Video Security

+24,00
6 FLOOR

Columns

Columns & Beams

Columns + Beams & Slabs

Final structure

Wood Envelope

Glazing: Glass walls

Conference Centre

STOREYS DIAGRAM

Escape Stairs

+20,00
5 FLOOR

Green Wall
Hobbies & Leisures
Restaurant
Wellness Lobby & Retails
Utility Floor (Storage)

+16,00
4 FLOOR

Pictogram

+12,00
3 FLOOR

Core
Ground-Floor
Lobby & Retail

0 3 6

1st Floor
Restaurant

2nd Floor
Hobbies & Leisures

WELLNESS LOBBY

3rd Floor
Conference Centre

5th Floor
Office

14th Floor
MEP (Mechanical)

15th Floor
Green Foor

OFFICE AREA

55th Floor
360° Restaurant

15

The city of tomorrow should benefit from
Smart buildings, but these concepts must be
developed through the use of natural
materials, local and recyclable and why not
biodegradable like wood.
Thus a good design must take into account
the main points as a whole: Marketable,
Serviceable,
Economical
Sustainable,
Environmental, Ecological and Social.
Cameroon is a country that wants to emerge
by 2035. The construction of sustainable and
aesthetic skyscrapers is an alternative
solution.
We
always
talk
about
environmental sustainability but neglecting
an important aspect: man. Sustainability is
also a factor dependent of the sensation of
comfort and wellbeing by users.

+8,00
2 FLOOR
+4,00
1 FLOOR

Wellness Lobby & Retail

Conference Centre

Restaurant

Utility Floor (Storage)

MEP (Mechanical) Floor

Goods & Fire Lift

Lift

Leisures & Hobbies

Green Floor (Sky Garden)

Female Sanitary

Escape Stair

Wet Services & Ducts

Collecting, Treatment,
Processing and Storages

Technical Circulation

Male Sanitary

360° Restaurant

±0,00
0 GROUNDFLOOR
- 4,00
- 1 BASEMENT

Collecting, Treatment,
Processing and Storages
Station

CONCLUSION

360° Restaurant

Green Floor (Sky Garden)

Office (10 floors)

Native Skyscraper is potentially able to wait
a Platinum level from the analysis BCA
Green MarK for Office Interior (With 97
points).

Panoramic views

+80,00
19 FLOOR

The dynamic shape of our project allows
great flexibility of spaces. Any specific areas
of the project outside the core are unique in
terms of aesthetics and comfort. All inflexible
components are included in the core and the
rest of space is a privileged user experience.
The storeys with the same function as Sky
gardens show the nature and horizon in
several visual and sensible plans. Thus, design
of the storeys allows multiple configuration of
space development.
The integration of Precast Sanitary will be an
advantage in the construction of the project,
thus allow better control and manage
wastewater to the treatment plant and
purification of our structure.

BCA GREEN MARK SCHEME

SOCIAL INTERACTION

+84,00
20 FLOOR

Core

FLEXIBILITY

WATER EFFICIENCY

+144,00
34 FLOOR

MID RISE

PROGRAM & SUSTAINABLE ANALYSIS

STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM: SIDE VIEW

+148,00
35 FLOOR

The structural feasibility and sustainability of
our design is based on the use of wood
material. The natural wood transformed in
glulam beams is very resistant to fire and
allows crossing very far reaching. In addition
the flexibility of these materials enables us
several options profiles for the beams and
columns. The columns are made of wood;
beams are made of steel and concrete.
We have built in the core all utility spaces.
Wood is a material highly resistant to wind
and therefore ideal to go high. Nevertheless
we strengthened the structure with steel and
concrete to reach this height.
The theoretical limit of the timber structures
being 15 storeys up to 2013, 34 floors to 2015
and soon 60, 2017; we consider our
theoretically feasible project for the current
level of knowledge on the wood material.

- 8,00
- 2 BASEMENT
- 12,00
- 3 BASEMENT

21m

57 th Floor
Roof: PV Field

PROGRAM & SUSTAINABLE ANALYSIS

EXTERIOR VIEW

SKY GARDEN

EXTERIOR VIEW

EXTERIOR VIEW

